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Introduction. In 1957， Lelong [6] defined a current associatecl with an analytic 

set in a clomain of C" as follows. 

Let D be a clomain in C'¥and V a purely k旬 dimensionaIan呂lyticset in D. For a 

2k-form in D， we put tv (rp) = ¥ *仇 whereV* is the set of all ordinary points of 
JV 

V. Th叫ん is a c10s巴clcurrent which is continuous of order zero in Q =，D-(V -V*). 

AIso it is shown that there is a norm-preserving extension of t，ァ toD， which is 

called a simple extension of tv・

On the other hand， in 1964 Bishop [2] gave the following 

THEOREM. (Bishop) Let {V;} be a sequen.ce of purely l，.，dunensional analytic 

sets in a domain D of G" which convelges to a relatively closed set V in D in 

the sense Hausdorff. the 2.k-dimensional 1Jolumes of V， are uniformly 

bounded， then V is also a幻 analyticset in D. 

1n the presεnt paper we shall prove the following two theorems 

THEREM 1. Let F be a jamily ofムpurelyk-dimensional analytic sets in D. lf 

the fam.ily of currents associated with F is bounded， then F is normal i. e・，every 

sequence {V;} uf analytic sets ViEF contains a subsequence which con1Jerges to an 

analyiic set in D. 

THEOREM 2. Sutpose a sequence {Vi} of purely k-dimensional analytic sets in 

D con1Jerges to a purely k-dimensional analytic set in D. If the union U Vi is also a 

Jうurelyj;;-dimensional analytic set in D， then the sequence of currents associated 

with the sequence {V;} is bounded. 

1. Let X be a compact metric space. We shall denote by Comp(X) the set of all 

c10sed subsets of X The Hausdorff mεtric in Comp(X) is defined by D (S1>S2) = 

max d(tl> S2) -1-max d(t2，Sl) for S2，S2 E Comp(X)， where d(t，S)=miI~ d(t，s)，d(t，s) 
t1ESl tzESz SES 
is the distance between t and s. Then it is weIl-known that the space Comp (X) is 
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itself a compact metric space.(1) 

Definition 1. Let {Si} be a sequence of closed subsets of a metric space X We 

say that this sequence convεrges to a c10sed set S in X in the sense of Hausdorff， 

if for evεry compact subset K of X， {S，nK} is a convergent sequencεin Comp(K) 

and S= U lim 
KcXけ∞

Remark. It is easily seen that for any point P E lim there is a point 

sequence {PJ， of points P; E S;nK，・・ a・" such that →p， Conversely if there 在xists

1im ， then for P; E 有vithPi→ it holds P E lim(S;nK). 
Z一→。。

LEMMA 1. lf X is a a-compact metric space， ihen every seque幻ce{S;} of 

closed St必sets there is a which converges to a closed set S in the 

sence 01 
Proof. Since X is a-compact， w巴 canexhaust X by an incrεasing sequence of 

compact subsets of X. Let X= U c Since Comp(K1) is compact， thεre 

is a subsequence SI(I)， S2(1)，…of {S;} such that the sequence {S;(l)nKd converges. 

there is a subsequence S 1 (2) ，S 2(2)，幽 a ・of {S，(l)} such that the sεquence 

converges. 'vVe shall show that the sequεnce {S.，(i)} conveges in a 

sence of Hausdorff⑤ Sincεthere exists lim it is sufficient only to show 
，→∞ 

that S= U 1im (S;(りnK)is a cl出 edsubset of X. Let S with P，→P in X， then 
KcXも→∞

for somεcompact set KCi) it ho1ds E lim . Then by the remark after 

Definition 1， there is a sequence of points Q! (J) E S，，(")nK'ωwith →PJ (k→∞). For 

the numberε1 = 2i-' we take a伊 int such出atd CQ(記入 P)く ε1and 

んl>kl' if 1>1ヘ Then evidently Q →P (l→∞) and there is a comp品ctset K 

co 伽 n巾 g P 叩 h 伽 t Q (Yi ;f) 巴巴S勾g( ;k; ) n K fおor叫 fici必E白en凶1

T官h四u出1おSPE寸!!町:芝E(何酌)=寸!!担主 (何S内 K酌fの). Q.E.D 

Let V* be the sεt of all points of a トdimensionalanalytic sεt V 

in the domain D of C" and 1et be the set of a11 diffεrεntial forms of total 

d色gree2k on Q， such that the coεfficients are continuous functions with compact 

supports. 明W厄edefine the norm 11 rp 11 0ぱfa fo町rm'P a部sthe 工max討1m羽羽nt抗一1即1

of the coef丘fi犯Cl陀巴nt臼s司 and for an open set G in the norm 11 tv 11 G of a continuou日 linear 

form tv with respect to G 1S defined 11 tv Ilc=sup jtv(rp)!. 
11 C0 11豆1
C0EK(Gn!2) 

Letβ = D--(V --V*)， where D is a domain in C '. Then a norm-preserving 

extension tv of tv to D is tv('P)=1im tv [(1-al)'P] for rp E K(D)， where 

the functions al are given as follows. 

Let K b邑 asupport of 'P and Ex=Kn(V-V*). For open neighbourhoods印 /j U)/ 

(1) Generally， if X is a compact metric space， Comp(X) is a compact m巴trikspac日 forany metri}; on 
See Alexandorof Hoph: Topologie， p. 115. 
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of E J( such thatωz2iωz'， 0<[話 1， and臼 t→EJ( (l→o )， we define the C凡 function

a: z satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) ぴ[=1 on ωf 

α[= 0 outside of ω1 and 0 孟a:1 ~玉 1.

(ii) For 1 <1'， α l~ α z' at each point. 

The extension iv of tv is called the ωrrent associatcd with V.(2) 

LEMMA 2. Let D be a domain in C" and V a purely k-dimensional analytir 

set 01 D. For every relatively romjうactopen ball B in D， we have Vol2k (VnB)三三

11 ~ 11 n， where Vo121c V is the 2k-dimensional volurne 01 V. 

Prool. For simplicity， we assume that the ball B is centered at the origin 0 of 

0' with radius R;B=B(o;R). For any r， r'with 0 <rく〆<R，we define a C凡 function

れ ( 0 :;三万932五1)by 

f 1 on B( 0 :r) 
可γ寸

If we denote byん the21日向sional叫 m

dZîdzi]Ic，(3) then we have 

1I Tv I1 nジ7(MK)=lJ空~ ¥ V'/ 1 -a:Z)'l)rsk 

~lim ¥ ( 1 -a:z)s，，= ¥ sk -lim ¥αlsIc 
l→ o J V*nB(O:r) J V'十nB(O:r) → oJ V*nB(O:め

if ，q 下/士了 ηl

Since 的→oon V* as 1→ 0， we have lim ¥ a: Is k = 0 . Thus we obtain the 
l→o J VかnB(O:r)

inequality II tl' II BミVo12k (VnB( 0 :r)). Since the right side increases with r→R， we 

have li tv II BミVoI2lcCVnB).Q.E.D. 

2. Before we prove Ollr theorem， we shall recall following 

Definition 3. A subsetφof K(D) is said to be bounded in K(D) if the 110rms 

of forms inφare uniformly bouncled ancl their supports ar巴 containedin a compact 

set of D. 

Definition 4. A family B of currents on D is saicl to be bounclecl if for every 

bounclecl subset φof K(D)， sup It(9)[く∞ー Bythe above two lemmas ancl by Bishop's 
tEB 

<PE φ 

Theorem， we obtain the following 

THEOREM 1. Let F be a family 01 1うurelyk眉 dimensionalanalytic sets in D. 11 

(2) tv is independent of the choice of Oie• 

(3) We denote by iOlc the k-th exterior power of cp， where co is a differential fOl叫 See Chapter I. 
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then F is normal， L e.， 

which converges to an analytic set 

01 currents associated with F is 

every sequence in 1人 thereis a 

in D. 
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the 

Remark. The converse of Bishop's Theorem is not true. For example let D be an 

open ball of radius 3 with centεr at the origin in O. The sequence {An} of purely 

ト dimcnsionalanalytic sεts in D by 

日十一了一一上一 i 
1 )ートi

442Z=U (ZED ;ZIr1 

converges to the purely 圃 dimensionalanalytic set A = {z ED ; Zl = 2} in D. But we 

have Vo12An→∞as n→∞. 

PROPOSITION 1. For any 

there is a constant c 

such that 11 tv 11 0三三。

. Since 11 110= I1 tv I1 0より itis sufficient to prov邑 theinεquaiity 11 tv 11 G 

三三cγ。.With every of Gn 'V汽 we associate a U 

such that U n Vネ iscontain色din a coordinate of the manifold Vネ.

Also with巴very of GnQ← Vキ=G-V， we associate the relatively compact 

in G γむ Thenwe obtain an open {U j} of GnQ. taking 

the refinεment of if necesssary， we may assume that this 18 locally 

finite. Let };r j be a partition of unity subordinate to this covering. For rpεK(QnG)， 

j， ¥vhich is a finitεsum since the support of rp is compact. Thus 

domain G 01 a domain D in C"， 

only on the pure dime削 ionk of an analytic set V 
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Since V*nUj is contained in a coordinate of the complex トdimen-

sional manifold V* we may assume that V*nUj is an open set in the space Cんェ{Zk斗1

0，・ー....z沌=O}. Then since 伊 is vlri tten as rp =ψIdz1Adz2t¥ ...・・ d̂zk with 

2 where K is the support ¥rp桁Iパ|竺壬二 lし， we 1 
JV 非叫何nUj

f '，0 and dω ピ二王y
2 

is the volume elem色ntof 

Thus we obtain 

1 ¥ r jrp 1 ~2k ¥ 1 n伊1I dω豆2k¥ r;dω 
JVキ JV*nUjnlC 

On the other let a be a Co。イundtion(0三二d三二1)defined by 

(4) See [6J !il， 
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on K 

outside G'， where K;cG';cG. 

/ 

N 
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Then Vo12k(VnG) = ¥ dω 孟 ¥ctd臼. Since αdωEK(Gn.i2)， it holds ctdω =三一:αTjdω.
J V*nG J V*nG~ 

As the support of ctdωcontains K， we have N~玉N'.

f ♂~ r _ ，N r _ J'{. r .!'!-. ， 
Hence ¥ ctd (v ，=ぢ'¥ctT.，d由主ぢ:¥ ct rd臼ミミ Y'¥rdοo~ --~ーち、 1 ¥ T rp 1ミ可-[ t1ァ(rp)

J V*nG 7' J V;l<~GnUj- γJ V~'nGnUi- '1' J l1*nGnK :6" "'1 J V*nU.inl¥:--- ;0" 

Thus we obtain Vo12，，(V nG)詮一去 [t1'(rp) 1 

These inequalities hold for any rpεK( Gn.i2)， and henc邑

2kVo12k(VnG);;;; 11 t1' 11 G. Q・E・D.
THEOREM 2. Let a sequence {V;} of turely l?-dimensional analitic sets Ul D 

converges to a turely k-・dimensionalanalytic set in D. lf the union U Vi is also 

a turely かdimensionalanalytic set in D， then the set of currents asoociated with 

the family {V;} is品ounded.

Proof. By the definition of the bouncledness of the s巴tof currents， it is sufficient 

only to prove that { 11 ty， I1 o} is bounded for any relatively compact domain G in D. 

Since Vo12k (しJVjnG)く∞， Voln(VjnG) is boundecl. Then by Proposition 1， { II t1'i II o} 

is bounded. Q.E-D. 

Remark. Let F be a family of purely k-dimensional analytic sets. We assume 

that whenever a sequence {V;} in F converges to a purely k-dimensional analytic set， 

the union U Vi is also purely k-cimensional analytic set. Then the family of currents 

associated with F is boundecl. 

Proof. If not true， there should be a sequence {Vk} in F such that II tVk I1 c;;;;l;;. 

But by Lemma 1， {Vd contains a convergent subsequence {Vk/}， and hence from 

TiIEoreIU2，tlle set of current {tvIft}is bounded-T1115 is a contradict101l， 

[ 1 J 
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